Attention strongly modulates reliability of neural responses to naturalistic narrative stimuli
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Abstract
Attentional engagement is a major determinant of how effectively we gather information through our
senses. Alongside the sheer growth in the amount and variety of information content we are presented
with through modern media, there is increased variability in the degree to which we ‘absorb’ that
information. Traditional research on attention has illuminated the basic principles of sensory selection
to isolated features or locations, but it provides little insight into the neural underpinnings of our
attentional engagement with modern naturalistic content. Here, we show in human subjects that the
reliability of an individual's neural responses with respect to a larger group provides a highly robust
index of the level of attentional engagement with a naturalistic narrative stimulus. Specifically, fast
electroencephalographic evoked responses were more strongly correlated across subjects when
naturally attending to auditory or audiovisual narratives than when attention was directed inward to a
mental arithmetic task during stimulus presentation. This effect was strongest for audiovisual stimuli
with a cohesive narrative and greatly reduced for speech stimuli lacking meaning. For compelling
audiovisual narratives the effect is remarkably strong, allowing perfect discrimination between
attentional state across individuals. Control experiments rule out possible confounds related to altered
eye movement trajectories or order of presentation. In total, we conclude that reliability of evoked
activity reproduced across subjects viewing the same movie is highly sensitive to the attentional state
of the viewer and listener, which is aided by a cohesive narrative.
Significance Statement
Modern technology has brought about a monumental surge in the availability of information. There is a
pressing need for ways to measure and characterize attentional engagement, and understand the causes
of its waxing and waning in natural settings. The present study demonstrates that the degree of an
individual’s attentional engagement with naturalistic narrative stimuli is strongly predicted by the
degree of similarity of his/her neural responses to a wider group. The effect is so strong that it enables
perfect classification of attentional state across individuals for some narrative stimuli. As modern
information content continues to diversify, such direct neural metrics will become increasingly
important in order to manage and evaluate its effects on both the healthy and disordered human brain.
Introduction
In the modern, information-saturated world, sustaining attention on a single continuous information
stream– even in the absence of competing sensory stimuli– is a constant challenge. Consistent
attentional engagement is particularly important in an educational context and is problematic for those
with learning disorders. The modulation of neural responses by attentional state has long been studied
using reductionistic laboratory paradigms involving sequences of discrete stimuli with limited feature
content. However, the kinds of stimuli that engage human attention in day-to-day life usually take the
form of dynamic multisensory streams characterized by high dimensional features.
Behavioral studies of everyday activities such as reading, watching TV, driving, listening to lectures, or
using a computer confirm our common experience that attention is in constant flux (e.g. Anderson &
Burns 1991, Shinoda et al. 2001, Smallwood et al. 2011, Lindquist & McLean 2011, Risko et al. 2013,
Szpunar et al. 2013). A number of studies on the neural correlates of attentional fluctuations have used

laboratory tasks specifically designed to probe mind wandering (Christoff et al., 2009, Braboszcz &
Delorme 2011) or lapses of attention (Weissman et al. 2006, O’Connell et al. 2009, Kam et al. 2011).
These studies point at reduced stimulus-evoked responses and increased default network activity when
attention drifts away from the experimental stimulus. But little is known about the neural substrates of
everyday attentional engagement with dynamic naturalistic stimuli.
In recent years, there has been an increase in neuroscience research utilizing naturalistic stimuli
(Hasson et al., 2004, Bartels & Zeki 2004, 2005, Spiers & Maguire 2007), providing new tools for
understanding brain processing under 'natural' settings. Such approaches can provide insight into how
the brain processes narratives and conversely how narratives affect mental state (Furman et al., 2007,
Naci et al., 2014, Wilson et al., 2008). Naturalistic stimuli, such as films, mimic the real-world
environment much better than conventional laboratory stimuli, but unlike our mundane day-to-day
experience, films are directed and edited to systematically orient our attention (Hasson et al., 2008b).
Although the extent of engagement with a film is subject to personal bias, motivation, interests, etc.,
narrative stimuli such as films tend to elicit similar emotions and sentiments across viewers. In fact, it
has been shown with fMRI that hemodynamic cortical responses are reliably reproduced across viewers
during cinle (Hasson ematic presentations suggesting that cognitive processes are reliable and
reproducibet al., 2004, 2008a; Furman et al., 2007; Jääskeläinen et al., 2008; Wilson et al., 2008). A
structured film, such as a scene from a Hollywood movie, elicits more strongly correlated cortical
responses across viewers than unstructured, unedited footage of people walking in front of an office
building, and much more than when viewers watch incoherent stimuli such as a movie clip with
scrambled scenes (Hasson et al., 2004, 2008a; Furman et al., 2007; Dmochowski et al., 2012). A
plausible account of these effects is that viewers' attentional engagement varies across different types of
movies. However, this has not been explicitly tested through direct manipulation of voluntary attention,
so it remains possible that inter-subject reliability is driven mostly by low-level pre-attentive or bottom
up processes. Here we aimed to explicitly manipulate attentional engagement and determine how this
affects neural reliability for stimuli that naturally attract different levels of attention.
We asked several groups of participants to listen to and/or watch auditory or audiovisual stories with
different levels of narrative coherence, and assessed the inter-subject reliability of neural responses by
measuring the correlation of the electroencephalogram across subjects during attentive and inattentive
states. We measured reliability across rather than within subjects to avoid presenting the stimulus
several times to the same subject, which would clearly hamper natural attentional engagement. Subjects
were instructed to either normally attend to the stimulus or to perform mental arithmetic that diverted
their attention from the physically identical stimulus. As predicted, neural responses were more reliable
(i.e. better correlated across subjects) when subjects were freely attending to the stimulus. Moreover,
neural responses were more reliable for audiovisual stimuli, and for stimuli with a clear narrative. For a
suspenseful narrative (e.g. “Bang! you’re dead”, Hitchcock 1961) the attentional modulation was so
strong that we could perfectly identify the attentional state of the participant based solely on the basis
of the similarity of their neural activity to a larger group.
Methods and Materials
Subject and Stimuli
We recruited different sets of subjects for the four experiments reported here (N=20, 20, 17 and 20, for
a total of 76 unique subjects). All subjects were fluent English speakers with ages ranging from 18 to

30 years (42% female). All participants provided written informed consent, and were remunerated for
their participation. Additionally, they all had self-reported little to no familiarity with the stimulus.
Procedures were approved by the Institutional Review Board of the City University of New York.
First, we recorded EEG from 20 participants during the presentation of two 6 minute long audiovisual
narratives (used previously in Hasson et al., 2008a; Dmochowski et al., 2012), a segment of a TV
series, “Bang You're Dead!” (BYD) (Hitchcock, 1961) and clip from the feature film “The Good, the
Bad, and the Ugly” (GBU) (Leone, 1966). In BYD, a boy handles a handgun loaded with live rounds,
which he mistakenly believes to be a toy. BYD features several intense and suspenseful scenes where
the boy points the loaded gun, and pulls the trigger at unsuspecting individuals. The scenes of BYD
change rapidly, and are edited to systematically orient the viewer’s attention. The clip selected from
GBU portrays three men in a standoff scene comprised of prolonged stills of the scenery, body parts
and faces. There is minimal movement or dialogue. Unless one is familiar with GBU’s story, the scene
carries little narrative content. Each video clip was presented twice with the instructions to attend
normally in the first presentation (attend task) and to count backwards in steps of 7 starting at 1000 for
the second presentation (count task). The order was fixed since participants are expected to be more
attentive during the first exposure and may naturally lose interest during the second viewing of the
narrative, which we intended to diminish attention.
In a second experiment, we recorded EEG from an additional 20 participants during the presentation of
three audio-only naturalistic stimuli. These included a 6 minute recording of live storytelling,“Pie
Man” (PM) (O’Grady, 2012), a version of the same PM story with the order of words scrambled in time
(PMsc, note that both original and scrambled versions are identical to Hasson et al., 2004), and a 6
minute long recording of live storytelling in Japanese (Jpn). PM was recorded during a live on-stage
performance by American journalist Jim O'Grady during which he is telling a story from his time as a
student reporter for a university publication. The scrambled version of this story (PMsc) was intended
to elicit similar low level auditory stimulation to PM while removing any narrative content. The story
in Japanese (Jpn), also a live recording of a male stand-up comedian, was intended to be entirely
incomprehensible and without narrative content for our participants (none of them reported knowledge
of Japanese). Note that PMsc carries some meaning in the individual words, while Jpn does not. The
three stimuli were presented in a random order and, as before, they were repeated for each subject with
an attend and count task condition. Subjects were instructed to maintain their gaze at a fixation cross
located at the center of the screen for these auditory stimuli.
For a control experiment we recorded data from an additional 17 participants using the same stimuli as
in the first experiment (BYD and GBU) and the same task conditions (attend and count) but now asked
participants to maintain their gaze at the center of the screen. To assist viewers at this, a rectangular
area was highlighted (50 x 50 pixel, 1.3cm by 1.3 cm) with a thin gray line at the center of the screen.
Viewers were seated at 75 cm from the screen and the video stimulus covered an area of 33.8 cm by
27.03 cm (1280 x 1024 pixels). Eye-tracking with an EyeLink 2000 (SR Research, Ottawa) was used to
monitor eye-movements to assess whether subjects managed to follow this instruction.
Finally, in a fourth experiment we collected data from an additional 20 subjects in order to control for a
potential order confound. Here we reversed the order, instructing subjects to first count and then attend
to each of the stories. The order of the three audiovisual and auditory-only stories (BYD, GBU and
PM) was randomized across subjects.
In total each condition provided several minutes of continuous data for analysis for each subject (~26
minutes, ~42.6 minutes, ~26 minutes, ~40.5 minutes for experiments 1-4 respectively).

EEG Acquisition
Video presentation and EEG recording were performed in an electromagnetically shielded and sound
dampened room with no ambient lighting. All subjects were fitted with a standard, 64-electrode cap
following the international 10/10 system. EEG signals were collected using a BioSemi ActiveTwo
system (BioSemi, Amsterdam, Netherlands) at a sampling frequency of 512 Hz. Electro-oculogram
(EOG) was measured in 6 locations (above, below and laterally to each eye) and referenced to the same
centro-parietal ground electrodes as the EEG electrodes. Video playback used an in-house modified
version of MPlayer software (http://www.mplayerhq.hu) operating on a RT linux platform, which
provided trigger signals for the EEG acquisition system once per second during the duration of each
stimulus. This trigger was used to assess temporal jitter of playback, which remained at less than ±2 ms
across subjects.
Preprocessing
All processing of data was performed using MATLAB software (MathWorks, Natick, MA, USA).
Signals were filtered with 2nd-order Butterworth filters with a 1 Hz high-pass and a 60 Hz notch, and
down-sampled to 256 Hz. Eye-movement related artifacts were linearly regressed out from all EEG
channels using the EOG recordings (Parra et al., 2005). To automatically remove outliers, we processed
the EEG data with robust principal component analysis (rPCA) (Candès et al., 2011), which identifies
individual outlier samples in the data and implicitly substitutes them with an interpolation from other
sensors, leveraging the spatial correlation between sensors among non-outlier samples. We used the
inexact augmented Lagrange multiplier method for computing rPCA (Lin et al., 2010) and applied the
method on the combined set of subjects, i.e. concatenated over all subjects for each stimulus in both
attentional conditions. In doing so the interpolation is consistent across subjects, which is important as
we aim to extract activity that is consistent across subjects.
Inter-Subject Correlation (ISC)
To assess reliability of evoked responses to the stimulus we measured correlation of the EEG between
subjects. Note that reproducibility across subjects, if at all present, requires reliable responses in each
subject. Importantly, by measuring reliability across subjects we avoid having to present the narrative
stimulus repeatedly to the same subjects. Inter-subject correlation (ISC) was evaluated in the correlated
components of the EEG (Dmochowski et al., 2012, 2014). The goal of correlated component analysis
here is to find linear combinations of electrodes ( one could think of them as virtual sensors or
“sources” in the brain) that are maximally correlated between subjects. The basic idea of the technique
is summarized in Fig. 1. Correlated components are similar to principal components except that the
projections of the data capture maximal correlation between datasets, rather than capturing maximal
variance for a given dataset. This concept of maximizing correlations is the same as in canonical
correlation analysis (Hotelling, 1936) with the only difference that datasets are in the same space and
share the same projection vectors. Here components are found by solving an eigenvalue problem
similar to principal component analysis and other component extraction techniques (Parra & Sajda
2003, De Cheveigné & Parra 2014). The technique requires calculation of the pooled between-subject
cross-covariance,
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measures the cross-covariance of all electrodes in subject k with all electrodes in subject l. Vector
x k ( t ) represents the (D=64) scalp voltages measured at time t in subject k, and x́ k their mean
value in time. The component projections that capture the largest correlation between subjects are the
eigenvectors vi of matrix, R −1
w R b , with the strongest eigenvalues λi:

( R−1
w R b ) v i= λi v i

,

Prior to computing eigenvectors we regularized the pooled within-subject correlation matrix in order to
improve robustness to outliers using shrinkage (see Blankertz et al. 2011), R w ← ( 1−γ ) R w +γ λ́ I ,
where λ́ is the mean eigenvalue of Rw and we selected γ = 0.5.
Within- and between-subject covariances and resultant components vectors vi were computed
separately for each experiment combining data from all subjects, all stimuli, and both attention
conditions. To determine how reliable the EEG responses of single subjects are, we measure how
similar they are to the responses of the group after projecting the data onto the component vectors vi .
ISC was then calculated as the correlation coefficient of these projections separately for each stimulus
presentation and each component and averaged over all possible pairs of subjects involving an
individual subject. Thus, for each stimulus, attention condition, and subject k we obtain a measure of
reliability as the inter-subjects correlation summed over components:
3
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are the conventional Pearson correlation coefficients, here averaged across pairs of subjects and
computed for component projections, y ik ( t )=v Ti (x ik ( t ) −x k ) .
We selected the strongest three correlated components (i=1...3), and ignore smaller components as they
are close to chance level of correlation (C3 is already close to chance levels, see Fig. 3). In Fig. 2, 6 and
7 we report ISC summed over these three components to capture overall reliability. In Fig. 3 we

analyzed the three components separately. The corresponding “forward models” showing the spatial
distribution of the correlated activity were also computed (Fig. 3) using established methods (Parra
2005, Haufe et al., 2014).

Figure 1. Overview of neural reliability measure. Neural response are recorded from N subjects during presentation of a
naturalistic stimulus. Each subject provides time courses x(t) recorded on D electrodes (D=64). Correlations across subjects
in each of these electrodes xd(t) is small (rd <0.01). The data is projected using projection vectors, vi, which maximize
correlations, ri. In the first component projections, yi, correlations are now larger (while still small in absolute terms, values
are now substantially above chance; see Fig. 3). Inter-subject correlation (ISC) is measured as the sum of correlation of the
first few correlated components (first 3 in this paper).

Chance-level ISC can be determined using phase-randomized surrogate data. To do so, the phase of the
EEG time series is randomized in the frequency domain following Theiler et al., (1992). This method
generates new time series where the temporal fluctuations of the signal are no longer aligned in time
with the original data and thus do not correlate across subject, yet, chance-values for correlation remain
preserved as these depend solely on the spatio-temporal correlation in the data, which are preserved by
this phase-randomization technique. After this randomization we followed the same procedure as with
the original data above: within- and between-covariance matrices were computed, the signal projected

on the eigenvectors and ISC values computed. Significance level was determined by comparing the
ISC of the original data to the mean ISC of 100 sets of such phase-randomized surrogate data.
We note that - except for some preprocessing - we correlate here the raw EEG signals. Correlations
therefore measure fluctuations of electric potentials that are consistent in phase across subjects. In EEG
these are referred to as “evoked responses”. In contrast, oscillatory fluctuations for which the phase is
not stimulus-locked will not add to the present correlation measure. Thus, ISC here measures phaselocked evoked responses and does not capture the envelope of oscillatory powers, typically referred to
as “induced” activity. To capture such activity one has to bandpass the signal and we did this for the
alpha band as described below. We focused in most of the paper on the analysis of evoked activity
because of the remarkable observation that it is reliably reproduced for naturalistic stimuli
(Dmochowski et al. 2014). We used ISC as a measure of reliability (as opposed to event related
potentials, ERP) because naturalistic stimuli do not have well-defined events on which to trigger the
ERP analysis, nor did we want to repeat the stimulus many times for the purpose of averaging.
Inter-Subject Correlation to the attentive group
For the purpose of discriminating between task conditions (attend vs count, Fig. 4 and 5), correlated
components vectors, vi, were extracted from the attend group only separately for each stimulus. We
then project the data onto these components and measure correlations between individuals (that are to
be classified as attending or counting) with all other members of the attend group. The resulting
measure, which we call ISC-A, is the average of correlation coefficients between each test-subject with
all attend-subjects. As before, ISC-A sums correlation across the first three components. Correlation is
thus measured within condition and across conditions for data from the attend and count conditions
respectively. The notion here is that normally attending subjects (attend condition) serve as a normative
group to ascertain attentional state. ISC-A measures how similar a given recording is to that of the
individuals in the attentive group. To avoid training biases of the component extraction, data from the
subject to be tested was excluded from the component extraction step. Classification performance for
task (attend vs count) was assessed using the standard metric of area under the receiver operating
characteristic curve (Az of ROC). Chance level for Az was determined by using surrogate data using
randomly shuffled task labels (attend/count). For each shuffle Az was computed following the identical
procedure starting with extraction of the correlated components from the attend-labeled group and
continuing with all subsequent steps as outlined above. Significance levels were determined by
comparing the correct Az with 10000 renditions of randomized task labels.
Statistical analysis
All statistical tests are performed using subjects as independent samples, i.e. each subject provides per
stimulus and per condition one measurement of neural reliability, namely, the correlation of the evoked
activity of that subject with the rest of the group (ISC). Unless otherwise noted, comparisons across
conditions involving the same subjects always used within-subjects comparisons, i.e. paired t-tests or
repeated measures ANOVA. Details of the planned comparisons using ANOVA are described in the
results section. For post-hoc pairwise comparisons we used paired t-tests and p-values were corrected
for multiple comparisons using Benjamini–Hochberg–Yekutieli false-discovery procedure (Benjamini
& Yekutieli, 2001). In that case with report here the q-value. For planned comparisons we report pvalue without correction. ANOVA and t-tests are performed using standard MATLAB functions, in

particular anovan() for all ANOVAs. The Az calculation and the test for significance of Az difference
(DeLong et al., 1988) was performed using an in-house program written in MATLAB.
Alpha power
In order to compare the effects obtained with the ISC measures to existing, established markers of
attentional engagement, we also analyzed alpha-frequency band (~10 Hz) activity in the data. To obtain
alpha power, the signal was projected onto each correlated component, band-passed filtered using a
complex-valued Morlet filter with center frequency of 10 Hz and one octave bandwidth (Q-factor=1),
and the absolute value was squared and averaged over all samples of each stimulus and condition. The
resulting power was normalized by broad-band power (0 Hz - 256 Hz) for each viewing in each
component and then summed over the first three correlated components as there was no notable
difference across components in the modulation of alpha power due to attention.
Results
Attention modulates neural reliability for audiovisual and audio-only naturalistic stimuli. In a
first experiment we presented two narrative audiovisual stimuli of 5-6 minute duration to 20 subjects
who were asked to either attend to the stimulus naturally, or to silently count backwards in their mind
in steps of 7 – a task that makes it virtually impossible to attend to the narrative. In a second
experiment we presented three audio-only naturalistic stimuli to a new set of 20 subjects undergoing
the same attention manipulation. EEG was recorded and analyzed to assess the reliability of evoked
responses across subjects using inter-subject-correlation (ISC; see Methods and Fig. 1). For each
subject we obtained an ISC measure reflecting the similarity of an individual's evoked responses to that
of the others in the group who saw the same stimulus under the same attention condition.
As predicted, neural responses were more reliable (ISC was higher) when subjects were normally
attending to the stimulus (Fig. 2). A two-way ANOVA with factors of task (attend vs. count) and
modality (audiovisual and audio-only) shows that there is a strong effect of task condition (F=439.17,
df=1, p<10-26) and a strong effect of presentation modality (across subjects comparison, F=412.91,
df=1, p<10-23). The most reliable responses are elicited by audiovisual stimuli for which subjects can
normally attend. An interaction effect indicated that the modulation of reliability (ISC) by attentional
state was stronger for the audiovisual stimuli than for the audio-only stimuli (F=201.16, df=1, p<10-19).
Follow-up pairwise comparisons show that ISC was significantly higher during attentive viewing than
during inattentive viewing (count condition) for all narrative stimuli (BYD: t=25.19 , df=19, q<10-14
GBU: t=7.53 , df=19, q<10-5, PM: t=6.33 , df=19, q<10-4,). Weaker attentional modulation was also
observed for non-narrative stimuli: PMsc, where words were scrambled in time such that no
meaningful story could be discerned (t=4.24, df=19, q<0.001), and for Jpn, a non-intelligible Japanese
story with weaker but still discernible attentional modulation (t=2.7, df=19, q=0.014).

Figure 2. ISC is modulated by attention for audiovisual stimuli and to a lesser degree for audio-only stimuli. ISC for
individual subjects (colored dots, bars indicate the mean across subjects) differ significantly between attend (solid) and
count conditions (dashed bars) and between auditory and audiovisual stimuli. Audiovisual stimuli (blue/green) and audioonly stimuli (purple/brown) were presented to two separate cohorts of 20 subjects. Audiovisual: “Bang You're Dead!”
(BYD), “The Good, the Bad and the Ugly” (GBU) ; Auditory: “Pie Man” (PM), word-scrambled version of “Pie Man”
(PMsc), and a narrative clip in Japanese (Jpn). For the audio-only stimuli ISC is significantly lower and less modulated by
attention (see text). The ISC measure for each subject is obtained by summing the correlation in each of the 3 most
correlated components. Pair-wise comparisons here used a within-subject t-test (* q<0.05, ** q<0.01, *** q<0.001)

Correlated components are modulated by attention and narrative. To determine which factors
affect neural reliability, we analyzed the effect of narrative cohesiveness and differentiated between the
correlated components. While the audiovisual stimuli varied with respect to narrative content (BYD
may have been more suspenseful than GBU) we focused the analysis on the auditory-only stimuli. In
this second experiment we explicitly selected auditory stimuli to vary in narrative cohesiveness: PM
has a cohesive narrative, PMsc contains individual meaningful words without narrative cohesion, and
Jpn consists of speech that was non-intelligible to our subjects. Additionally, different components of
the correlated activity have different spatial scalp distributions (Fig. 3, bottom), suggesting that they
represent different neural processes. We wondered to what extent each of these neural generators
depended on attentional state and narrative type. To answer this question we report ISC separately for
each component for the three auditory stimuli (Fig. 3, top). By definition, the correlated-component
algorithm captures the highest ISC in the first component. A two-way repeated measures ANOVA
showed the first component is modulated by task (attend vs count) for all stimuli (F=65.34, df=1, p<107
), a modulation significant in follow-up pairwise comparisons (PM: t=3.31, df=19, q=0.009, PMsc:
t=2.64, df=19, q=.016, Jpn: t=0.90, df=19, q=.016). For the second component, attentional modulation
was highly significant for the narrative stimulus (PM: t=7.1, df=19, q<10-5) and it was somewhat
weaker for PMsc which carries meaning at the word level (PMsc: t=3.1, df=19, q=0.017). For Jpn,
which is entirely unintelligible there was no attentional modulation in the second component (q=0.69).

The ISC for the third component, as well as higher components (not shown), are close to chance-level
and are not significantly modulated by attention. In total, the strongest attentional modulation is
observed for second component in the presence of a coherent narrative.

Figure 3. Attentional modulation of ISC depends on narrative coherence and differs by component. Top: For the
auditory stimuli with no narrative (PMsc and Jpn) the 1st component dominates the overall ISC. Strongest attentional
modulation of ISC is observed for the second component, and in particular for the narrative stimulus (PM) (solid and dashed
correspond to attend and count conditions). For the non-narrative stimuli ISC is at chance-levels (marked by dark-shaded
bars) for the the 3rd component . Bottom: The scalp topographies (“forward model”) indicate that each component captures
a different neural process. These topographies for audio-only stimuli are similar to those found previously in audiovisual
stimuli (Dmochowski et al., 2012, 2014).

Reliability of EEG is a strong predictor of attentional state for audiovisual narrative stimuli. As
reported above, the modulation of ISC due to attentional state (attend vs count) is substantial, in
particular for the audiovisual stimuli. We wondered whether it is possible to infer the attentional state
of an individual subject based solely on the ISC of the neural activity evoked by the stimulus. In other
words, can we tell whether someone is paying attention to a naturalistic stimulus from their brain
activity? To test this we compared the evoked activity from an individual viewer to the activity of the
attentive group. Correlated components were extracted using the attentive group and then used to
measure correlation between an individual subject and attentive individuals (denoted here as ISC-A to
distinguish from the measure used above which measured correlation within a condition). As expected,
responses of an individual were much more similar to the attentive group (had high ISC-A) when they
were attending to the stimulus than when they were not (Fig. 4 top). Treating ISC-A as a predictor of
attentional state gives very high classification performance. The area under the receiver-operating
characteristic curve – a standard metric of classification performance – is highly significant and reaches
values as high as Az=1.0 for BYD and Az=0.88 for GBU (Fig. 4 bottom). Prediction of attentional state

for audio-only stimuli was lower (PM, Az=0.76) and not dsignificant for stimuli that lacked narrative
content (PMsc and Jpn: p>0.05).

Figure 4. Neural reliability can be use to identify attentional state of individual subjects by comparing evoked
responses with those of an attentive group. Top: ISC-A is strongly modulated by task (attend versus count) for individual
subjects (one line per subject) for the audiovisual stimuli presented here (BYD and GBU as in Fig. 3). Bottom: Prediction
performance of attentional state measured as the area under the ROC curve (Az) for the same audiovisual and auditory
stimuli shown in Fig. 3). Area shaded in gray corresponds to statistical significance of p > 0.05.

Attentive subjects have correlated eye-movements, but eye-movement artifacts do not account for
attentional modulation of neural reliability. During active scene perception, the eye positions of
different viewers move from one location to another in a reliable fashion. This phenomenon can result
in significant correlation of the eye-movement trajectories across subjects (Hasson et al., 2008c). It is
possible that these eye-movement paths are disrupted when viewers no longer naturally attend to the
stimulus. We thus suspected that the ISC of eye movements are also modulated by attention. Indeed, we
found that one can distinguish between task conditions using only electrooculogram electrodes (Fig. 5,
EOG), which capture vertical and horizontal eye-movements with reasonable fidelity. Given that eyemovement artifacts are also present in EEG electrodes we wanted to rule out that the results reported
above are a consequence of inadequate removal of these eye-movement artifacts. We reanalyzed the
data by selecting subsets of EEG electrodes along the anterior to posterior axis. If the attentional
modulation evident in the ISC was entirely driven by eye-movement artifacts, we expected to see a
reduction in attentional modulation at more posterior electrodes. However, this is not the case for either
the audiovisual or the audio-only stimuli (Fig. 5). This rules out volume conduction of eye-movement
artifacts as the spurious cause of the attentional modulation observed in the EEG.

Figure 5. Eye-movement artifacts do not explain modulation of ISC of EEG. Prediction performance of attentional
state using ISC-A was computed using sub-groups of 8 electrodes from most anterior (FP/AF) to most posterior (O/I)
measuring spatial differences in EEG reliability. EOG electrodes alone can predict attentional state suggesting that attention
changes eye-movement patterns. Discrimination performance using EEG electrodes (with EOG regressed out) improves as
one moves posteriorly and away from the eyes, indicating that eye movement artifacts themselves are unlikely to drive ISC.
Area shaded in gray corresponds to statistical significance of p > 0.05.

Constrained viewing diminishes attentional modulation. While we ruled out eye-movement artifacts
as the driver of ISC modulation, it is still possible that similarity of eye-movements across subjects
leads to similar primary visual stimulation (as well as similar oculo-motor activity), which in turn
dominates the ISC in the EEG signals. To test for this, a third experiment used the same audiovisual
stimuli (BYD and GBU) while restricting eye-movements (Fig. 6). During both task conditions 17
subjects were instructed to keep their gaze within a constrained area at the center of the screen
(constrained viewing) thus ensuring that retinal visual input is similar across attention conditions. A
two-way ANOVA with factors of task (attend vs. count, repeated-measures) and viewing condition
(free vs. constrained, between-group) showed that the main effect of attention remained robust
(F=221.67 df =1, p<10-15). However, there is a clear interaction between the two factors (F=61.79,
df=1, p<10-9). Although the attention effect was significant in the constrained viewing condition on its
own, the effect was significantly smaller than in the free viewing condition. Importantly, we could
verify that subjects' point of gaze at any instant in time was in closer agreement across subjects in the
constrained viewing condition than in the normal free viewing condition. (The time-averaged distance
from the mean fixation point across subjects was 14.7 pixels during constrained viewing, versus 44.5
pixels during free viewing for BYD.) For the count condition when considered alone, ISC increased
slightly with constrained viewing (F=7.56, df=1, p= 0.0094, between-group), suggesting that some
portion of the ISC relates to common retinal input. However, ISC in the attend condition decreases
strongly with constrained viewing (F=17.95, df=1, p=0.0002, between-group), despite the fact that
retinal input was more similar. This indicates that a large portion of the ISC modulations by attentional
engagement cannot be accounted for simply by common retinal input and hence early visual cortical
representations.

Figure 6. The attentional effect on ISC is lessened when constraining eye-movements. EEG ISC is increased when
constraining eye-gaze for counting condition and decreased for attend condition (green horizontal lines, repeated measures
ANOVA, for p-values see text). Follow-up pairwise comparisons for attentional modulation (black horizontal lines, BYDfree: q<10-14, GBU-free: q<10-5, BYD-constrained: q<10-4, GBU-constrained: q=0.061).

Attentional modulation persists when controlling for order of presentation. In the experiments thus
far, subjects were normally attending to the stimulus during the first presentation and were distracted
from the stimulus in the second presentation by counting. It is therefore possible that the observed drop
in ISC is the result of repeating the stimulus rather than reduced attentional engagement with the
stimulus. Indeed, ISC is known to drop when the stimulus is repeated (Dmochowski et al., 2012),
which we previously interpreted as an attentional effect (subjects are less interested in the stimulus after
the initial viewing). To disambiguate the effect of counting from that of repeated presentation, we
recorded from a new group of 20 subjects with the reversed order (first count and then attend) for two
audiovisual and one auditory stimulus. Fig. 7 compares the results to the previous data with the original
order (first attend and then count). First and foremost we confirmed the effects of attention now using
only the first viewing: A two-way between-group ANOVA confirmed that the effect of attention and of
stimuli were robust (task: F=212.22, df=1, p<10-27, stimulus: F=314.23, df=2, p<10-46). A separate
ANOVA conducted for only the count conditions, with factors of viewing order and stimuli again
showed an effect of stimuli but interestingly no effect of viewing order (between-groups, F=2.35, df=1,
p=0.13). This indicates that ISC during counting is reduced regardless of order. However, interestingly,
for the attend condition there was a large drop in ISC with the second viewing (2-way between-group
ANOVA with order and stimuli as factors, order: F=235.62, df=1, p<10-28, stimulus: F=305.12, df=2,
p<10-45). This extends our previous finding (Dmochowski et al., 2012), that neural responses become
less reliable on the second viewing of a stimulus; it indicates that despite being instructed to ignore it
the first time round, subjects do not engage with the content on second viewing to a degree anywhere
near the level attained on a first, attended viewing.

Figure 7. ISC is reduced by counting in a separate group also viewing the stimuli for the first time. An additional
group of 20 subjects was presented with three stimuli with the order of attend and count conditions reversed. Data are
grouped so as to compare attention conditions across groups, with common order of presentation. Both counting and
repeated viewing significantly reduce ISC from the levels observed for the attentive first viewing condition, but once ISC is
reduced by one of the two manipulations, there is no further drop in ISC. Follow-up two-sample comparisons for attentional
modulation (black horizontal lines, BYD- 1st viewing: q=10-13, GBU- 1st viewing : q=10-07, PM- 1st viewing: q=0.0012).
Follow-up two sample pairwise comparisons for order effect, 1st and 2nd viewing (green horizontal lines: attend task, BYD:
q=10-15, GBU: q=10-07, PM: q=0.034 and blue horizontal lines: count task).

Alpha activity replicates results of ISC but with relatively weaker modulation. Attentional
modulation has long been linked to changes in alpha-frequency band activity (power of 10 Hz
oscillations). To test whether our current results are consistent with this conventional measure of
attentional modulation we analyzed alpha-band activity for all stimuli and conditions summing alphaband power in all three extracted components (Fig. 8, top). We performed a 3-way ANOVA on the
unconstrained viewing and listening conditions with the following factors: task (attend vs. count),
modality (audiovisual and audio-only) and stimulus (BYD, GBU, PM, PMsc, Jpn). During the count
condition alpha power was increased compared to the attend condition (F=5.92, df=1, p=0.019)
independent of modality or stimulus. Alpha was also higher for the audio-only stimuli than the
audiovisual stimuli (F=6.91, df=1, p=0.019). A separate 3-way ANOVA on the visual stimuli with task
condition (attend vs. count), viewing condition (free and constrained viewing), and stimulus (BYD and
GBU) as factors confirms the attentional modulation in alpha-band power (F=16.12, df=1, p=0.0003).
However, alpha-power did not differ between free-viewing and constrained-viewing conditions
(F=0.47, df=1, p=0.49). Alpha also differs between BYD and GBU (F=9.14, df=1, p=0.0047). All the
observed modulations in alpha power are consistent with what was observed above using the reliability
of evoked responses. We wondered how the attention-dependent modulation in alpha power compares
to the modulation of ISC. To this end, we calculated how well one can determine attentional state
across subjects from alpha power. Az values were below 0.56 for all stimuli (Fig. 8, bottom), which is

not a statistically significant classification performance here (p<0.05 indicated in gray). In fact, these
values are significantly lower than the Az values obtained in Fig. 4 with ISC-A. (BYD: z=4.52, p<10-5,
GBU: z= 4.13, p<10-5, PM: z=2.58 p=0.0048, PMsc: z=1.16, p=0.1230, Jpn: z=1, p=0.16). The main
reason for alpha-band’s poor ability to detect attentional state may be the strong differences in power
across subjects (random, F=15.32, df=47, p<10-17). However, when alpha-band power is normalized per
subject by alpha-power averaged across viewings, its ability to discriminate attentional state improves
but is still weaker than ISC-A (Az<0.7 for all stimuli).

Figure 8. Modulation of alpha power confirms attentional effects, but modulation is not sufficient to predict
attentional state across individuals. Top: Alpha power is modulated by attention independent of stimulus, modality, or
viewing condition. It is stronger for auditory-only stimuli but does not differ between free and constraint viewing. Bottom:
Classification performance between attend and count condition based on alpha power. Given the variability of alpha across
subjects, the observed modulation with attention is not strong enough to distinguish attentional state across subjects (gray
area indicates chance performance).

Discussion
In the present study we demonstrated that attention strongly affects the reliability with which
naturalistic stimuli are processed, reflected in inter-subject correlation of human EEG (ISC; Fig 1). ISC
was highest and most strongly modulated by attention during free viewing of audiovisual stimuli (Fig.
2), as compared to auditory stimuli (though see caveat below), and for stimuli with a compelling
narrative compared to stimuli which lack meaning (Fig. 3). We further demonstrated that the
correlation of an individual’s EEG with a group of normally attending individuals was an extremely

good predictor of attentional state (Fig. 4) - achieving up to 100% accuracy in the case of Hitchcock’s
“Bang! you’re dead”.
ISC measures reliability of neural processing across, rather than within subjects (Fig. 1). This has the
distinct advantage that it does not require repeated presentations of the same stimulus to a single
subject. This is important as repeated presentation of narrative stimuli in itself likely reduces attentional
engagement (Dmochowski et al., 2012). In the present study we demonstrated a strong attentional
modulation of ISC both when comparing the first attentive viewing to a second unattentive viewing of
the same subjects, and when comparing two separate groups who first attended or did not attend, thus
ruling out potential order confounds.The magnitude of ISC directly relates to the reliability of evoked
activity within individual subjects, i.e. if the signal is not reliable in single subjects, then it will not be
reliable across subjects. Whether the observed relationship between restricted attention and diminished
evoked reliability is the result of the reduced magnitude of evoked responses or a reduction in trial-totrial variability is something we cannot address with a single rendition of the stimulus.
It has previously been established that saccade paths are correlated across viewers during the
presentation of dynamic naturalistic stimuli (Hasson et al., 2008c). Consistent with this, we found here
that the correlation of eye-movements between subjects decreased when viewers engaged in the
counting task rather than naturally attend to the stimulus (Fig. 5). However, we ruled out that the
attentional modulation of ISC is purely the result of this difference in similarity of eye-movement
patterns, first by showing that ISC modulation does not reduce from anterior to posterior scalp sites as
would be characteristic of electrical eye movement artifacts (Fig. 5); and second, by showing
significant attentional modulations of neural reliability even for constrained viewing. This second
control revealed an interesting interaction between attentional engagement and the constraining of eye
position: whereas activity during engaged viewing became less reliable with constrained fixation,
activity during disengaged counting became more reliable. This indicates that a portion of the ISC
measure is driven by similarity in retinal input, though clearly not enough to account for the full
attentional effect on neural reliability. At the same time, the reduction in neural reliability with
constrained viewing is consistent with the known link between the attention system in the brain and the
eye-movement systems, which have been the subject of a long line of work in psychophysics (e.g.
Kowler, 2011), animal electrophysiology (e.g. Awh et al., 2006) and human neuroimaging e.g. (Nobre
et al., 2000). The present finding builds on this body of work by showing that the relationship exists not
only for individual eye movements and discrete spatial fixation points, but is also an important
determinant of whether a continuous sensory stream is attended to or not. More generally, these results
indicate that constraining eye movements in the presence of an attractive stimulus strongly interferes
with the natural expression of attentional engagement in stimulus-guided eye movement patterns and
the resultant similarity in cortical processing. It also suggests that maintaining fixation while engaging
with a sensory stream is an inherently demanding task, and thus attenuates the attention allotted to the
stimulus in the attend condition. Anecdotally, participants reported that this task was difficult.
Over the past several decades, human EEG research has established that sensory responses indexed in
both the transient and steady-state evoked potential are significantly modulated by attention to
locations and features, consistent with sensory gain modulation (Hillyard et al., 1998; Andersen et al.,
2008; Hopf et al., 2009, Kam 2011). It is plausible that the correlated components showing attentional
modulation in our study relate in some part to those sensory response modulations. However, two
important distinctions are noteworthy: first, the most correlated component, whose size and modulation
was least contingent on narrative content and thus may be seen as most likely to reflect low-level
processes, appears to be a supramodal component in that it is elicited and modulated in both the audio

and audiovisual modalities (Dmochowski et al., 2012, 2014). Second, the attentional modulation
observed here for naturalistic stimuli is considerably stronger than what is typically observed for
transient or steady-state stimuli -- it is more than a factor of two for the ISC modulation of some stimuli
(see Fig. 2).
The strongest ISC was observed for multisensory audiovisual stimuli, consistent with ISC studies using
fMRI (Hasson et al., 2008, Lerner et al., 2011). Although it is possible that the audio vs audiovisual
stimuli selected here coincidentally differed in their propensity to attentionally engage subjects, this
result more likely relates to well-known neural processing enhancements for multisensory compared to
unisensory stimuli (Giard & Peronnet, 1999; Molholm et al., 2002), and the interplay between attention
and multisensory integration (Talsma et al., 2010). It should be noted, however, that the current sample
of stimuli (2 audiovisual and 3 auditory) is not large enough to conclude that the attentional
modulation of ISC is universally stronger for multisensory stimuli.
Inter-subject reliability of neural responses using fMRI has been associated with a variety of higherlevel processes such as memory encoding, emotional valence, language comprehension, temporal
integration, level of consciousness, psychological state, or stimulus preference (Furman et al., 2007;
Hasson et al., 2008a; Jääskeläinen et al., 2008; Wilson et al., 2008; Dumas et al., 2010; Dmochowski et
al., 2014; Nummenmaa et al., 2012; Lahnakoski et al., 2014, 2014; Naci et al., 2014). In our own work
using EEG, we have suggested a relationship between ISC and engagement with the stimulus
(Dmochowski et al., 2012). However, the present study is the first to explicitly manipulate the viewer's
voluntary attentional state while presenting a continuous dyanmic stimulus and thus provides the first
direct evidence of the considerable sensitivity of this EEG-based ISC measure to attentional state. We
also compared attention effects at various levels of semantic coherence, and although the ISC in the
first component (C1, Fig. 3) is modulated by attention regardless of semantic coherence, the attentional
modulation in the second component (C2, Fig. 3) depended on the level of semantic coherence. While
it is tempting to thus conclude that C2 captures higher-level semantic processing, the general levels of
ISC were comparable for scrambled and unscrambled stimulus versions. Further research is needed to
determine the relevance of these components to higher-level semantic processing.
A more conventional measure of attentional modulation is the power of alpha oscillations. For instance,
alpha power is increased when subject turn their attention inward and away from external stimuli (Ray
and Cole, 1985; Cooper et al., 2003); alpha power also increases during lapses of attention (O’Connell
et al., 2009); modulations of alpha can be used to detect shifts in covert spatial attention on a singletrial basis (Van Gerven and Jensen, 2009); and alpha power during viewing of TV commercials
correlates with recall and recognition of the commercial contents (Reeves et al., 1985, Smith et al.
2004). With this well-established measure we validated that subjects were indeed attending across
modalities, stimuli, and attention conditions in agreement with our findings using ISC. Importantly,
however, the modulation in alpha activity with attentional state is relatively weaker than the modulation
in ISC. This is demonstrated by the stark difference in classification accuracy of attentional state across
viewers: when using ISC-A we obtain Az=0.75-1.0 for narrative stimuli (Fig. 4), whereas using alpha
power we obtain only Az<0.56, which is no better than chance (Fig. 8). Classification performance is
hindered by the large variability in alpha power across subjects, a well established phenomenon also
observed here. Indeed, there is substantial power-spectrum variability across subjects which allows for
the identification of individual subjects based on power spectrum alone (Näpflin et al., 2007).
However, even after we calibrate for alpha power in individual subjects, classification performance
remains low (Az<0.7). In contrast, our proposed measure of attentional state does not require within-

subject calibration to obtain high levels of accuracy. Instead, only data from a normative group is
required for a given stimulus, in this sense providing an “absolute” measure of attentional state.
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